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Over the past decade, a number of clinical trials addressing dialysis dose and frequency and cardiovascular risk have revealed that sudden unexpected deaths
are a common occurrence among incident and prevalent
dialysis patients (1,2). This high rate of out of hospital
deaths has been conﬁrmed in natural history studies,
with an incidence as high as 25% over 5 years, and the
rate has not substantially changed in the last decade regardless of dialysis modality (3,4). The biologic mechanisms and pathogenesis of sudden cardiac death among
the dialysis population are almost certainly different
than in the general population, as ESRD is an inﬂammatory state with regular ﬂuctuations of electrolytes
and ﬂuid on an intermittent basis depending on dialysis
modality. For the nephrology community to address
prevention of sudden cardiac death, we need to answer
some key questions to inform and guide our clinical
decisions. How do we deﬁne sudden cardiac death?
What are the potential mechanisms leading to arrhythmias and consequent sudden death among dialysis patients that may differ from the general population?
What interventions may improve outcomes? Studying
these questions will ultimately lead to preventive strategies to lower mortality risk among dialysis patients.
It may seem inconsequential to have a clear deﬁnition of sudden cardiac death; however, it is evident
from the large clinical trials in dialysis such as 4D that the
classiﬁcation of sudden cardiac death as an atherosclerotic cardiovascular death perhaps led trials to be underpowered for coronary events. Sudden cardiac death
occurs as a result of arrhythmias in a number of vulnerable cardiac states, which include either ischemic
heart disease, ventricular hypertrophy, or vascular stiffness. Furthermore, if the risk for sudden cardiac death
is overestimated, it may alter referral patterns for unnecessary treatments. Hence, an accurate deﬁnition is
needed to have consistency among studies and registry
data to follow temporal trends, determine risk factors,
and evaluate effectiveness of interventions. Deﬁnitions
of sudden cardiac death have varied widely in the literature but typically include duration of onset of symptoms, witnessed or unwitnessed events, and known
prior history of heart disease (Table 1). Sudden cardiac
death by deﬁnition is a sudden, unexpected event that
occurs after ,1–24 hours of the onset of symptoms,
depending on the deﬁnition, and occurs outside of the
hospital or on arrival to the emergency room. If the
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event is witnessed, the ability to reﬁne the classiﬁcation
of sudden cardiac death improves as the symptoms,
such as chest pain, can be determined to be cardiovascular in nature. A true arrhythmic cause of death as
deﬁned by Hinkle and Thaler (5) depends on a witnessed event where the abrupt loss of consciousness
and disappearance of pulse occurs without prior collapse of the circulation. This is almost impossible to
deﬁne; thus, the most useful deﬁnition for dialysis
patients is from the Hemodialysis (HEMO) trial where
sudden cardiac death is deﬁned as an unexpected
death, with a preceding duration of symptoms ,24 hours
for witnessed deaths and less than the interval since
the last dialysis session for unwitnessed deaths.
Among patients on hemodialysis who are seen at
least three times per week for treatment, the deﬁnition
of sudden cardiac death is problematic for a number of
reasons. Intermittent ﬂuctuations in the physiologic
milieu with changes in BP, electrolytes, and volume
status during the dialysis treatment can adversely alter
cardiovascular tone, function, and rhythms and ultimately lead to symptoms such as chest pain, shortness
of breath, fatigue, weakness, and nausea. The classiﬁcation of sudden death depends on duration of symptoms,
which are extremely variable in presentation and duration among patients on dialysis. Additionally, clinical
symptoms can occur at any time surrounding the
dialysis treatment, as well as witnessed cardiac arrests
within the dialysis unit.
The paper by Pun et al. (6) in this issue of CJASN
highlights the need to carefully classify witnessed sudden deaths in the dialysis unit as these events could be
potentially preventable, and the inciting mechanisms
could be related to the dialysis treatment per se. In the
future, adjustments in the dialysis prescription may
be necessary as potential interventions. The authors
propose a more conservative approach to the deﬁnition
of sudden cardiac death that classiﬁes sudden death that
occurs in the dialysis unit using administrative data and
validates the classiﬁcation to an external source of witnessed events and medical records. The validation of the
deaths using the CMS-2746 (death notiﬁcation form)
completed by the attending nephrologist within
30 days of the patient’s death is an extremely important
exercise as the registry data from the US Renal Data Systems is used to estimate risk of cardiac events, make
clinical inferences, and provide data of temporal trends
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Sudden unexpected death from a cardiac cause
(,1 hr) or death from a cardiac cause occurring
outside of a hospital, or in an emergency room or
on arrival to the hospital
#1 hr since onset of symptoms and no other known
non-cardiac cause present
Witnessed death:,24 hr; unwitnessed death: less than
the interval since the last dialysis session
Witnessed death:#1 hr; unwitnessed death: no other
cause identiﬁed
#1 hr of cardiac symptoms in absence of cardiac
deterioration; died in bed during sleep; within 24 hr
after last being seen alive
Natural unexpected death due to cardiac causes,
abrupt loss of consciousness #1 hr since onset
of acute symptoms and preexisting cardiac disease
may have been present

CDC

Task Force on Sudden Cardiac
Death of the European Society
of Cardiologya

MADIT II

MADIT I/CAPS

Hemodialysis (HEMO) Study

ARIC, NHS, BRHS, Framingham

Out of the hospital or in the emergency room or
“dead on arrival” -sudden death
Cardiac arrest, cause unknown or cardiac arrhythmia

National Death Index:
ICD-9: 798 ICD-10: I46.1
CMS Death Notiﬁcation Form: #29

Deﬁnition of SCD

Withdrawal of dialysis, hospice care,
primary or secondary cause of death
reported as hyperkalemia, septicemia
or malignant disease

Exclusions

SCD, sudden cardiac death; ICD, International Classiﬁcation of Diseases; CMS, Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services; CDC, Center for Disease Control; ARIC, Atherosclerosis Risk in
Communities; NHS, Nurse’s Health Study; BRHS, British Regional Heart Study; MADIT, Multicenter Automatic Deﬁbrillator Implantation Trial.
a
Preexisting cardiac disease, ischemic heart disease; arrhythmias, or other pre-existing heart disease may be present.

Guidelines

Observational
Studies
Trials

Classiﬁcation in
Registries

Data Sources

Table 1. Classification of sudden cardiac death outside of the hospital (exclusions added by Pun et al.)
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for the entire US dialysis population. The addition of exclusion criteria to the CMS-2746 data will aid in classifying out of
hospital deaths (Table 1) and the further addition of ICD-9
codes will help classify inpatient hospital deaths. The new
criteria improve classiﬁcation with only modest agreement
compared to witnessed events; however, it is an important
ﬁrst step. In an observational cohort study, comparison of
the causes of death from the death notiﬁcation form to the
National Death Index data derived from death certiﬁcates
demonstrated that physicians often assign sudden death
events as cardiac arrest or unknown (3). Perfecting the use
of administrative data will require education of the attending
nephrologists to be more precise in choosing causes of death.
Improving the reporting of witnessed sudden cardiac deaths
in the dialysis unit will also impact how the nephrology community addresses care in the dialysis units. Ultimately, studies
are needed to identify speciﬁc factors leading to in-center cardiac arrests. Previous studies have suggested that low dialysate potassium concentration may adversely affect outcomes
by lowering serum potassium, and in the study by Pun et al.,
elevated serum potassium, if associated with electrocardiogram changes, was excluded from the analyses because the
potassium level could have led to sudden death. We have
further work to understand potassium metabolism and
arrhythmic risk within the extreme ranges of serum potassium seen among dialysis patients.
Current recommendations in the general population
to reduce arrhythmic risk of death suggest that implantable
cardiac deﬁbrillators be used. Among dialysis patients, there
is no signiﬁcant beneﬁt seen among US dialysis patients who
had received an implantable deﬁbrillator even after a myocardial infarction (7,8). Many dialysis patients could meet
criteria for deﬁbrillators and may potentially be referred despite ongoing clinical equipoise and potentially increasing
ﬁnancial burden to Medicare. Moreover, with the high sudden death rates and lack of treatment beneﬁt using proven
methods, it is important to understand the pathogenesis of
sudden cardiac death among dialysis patients and determine
whether there are any modiﬁable factors. Many dialysis patients already have an underlying burden of cardiovascular
disease with atherosclerotic disease, increased ventricular
mass, or vascular stiffness that place them at high risk for
arrhythmic events, and this is only further exaggerated with
intermittent dialysis. To improve our understanding of the
causal mechanisms of disease, it is imperative that research
address modiﬁable risk factors and triggers for sudden cardiac death.
The study by Shastri et al. (9) in this issue of CJASN studies
the predictors of sudden cardiac death and the best predictive model of sudden death. The investigators focus on
clinical characteristics that are routinely collected and determined the best predictive model associated with sudden
cardiac death among prevalent hemodialysis participants in
the HEMO study. The study has signiﬁcant strengths including the standard deﬁnition of adjudicated outcomes,
use of clinical factors available at baseline, and also competing risk analyses for a more conservative estimate of risk.
The most predictive model was able to discriminate sudden
cardiac death events across the range of risk and included
age, diabetes, ischemic heart disease, peripheral vascular
disease, serum creatinine, and alkaline phosphatase in the
most parsimonious model. Similar to other observational

studies, traditional risk factors such as BP and obesity
were not associated with sudden cardiac death (3). It is
not surprising that age, diabetes, and preexisting heart
and peripheral vascular disease were predictive of sudden
cardiac death given the pathogenesis of sudden cardiac
death and the underling burden of cardiovascular disease.
In contrast, serum creatinine and alkaline phosphatase were
selected using an unbiased algorithm but do not have a clear
association with sudden cardiac death. The participants of the
HEMO trial were predominantly prevalent patients on dialysis for an average of 3 years, where weight loss and bone
disease are more common as dialysis duration increases. Creatinine could reﬂect muscle mass, which may also be associated with additional sarcopenic changes in the myocardium
(10). Elevated alkaline phosphatase could also indicate the
burden of bone disease in dialysis patients; however, neither
serum alkaline phosphatase nor creatinine measures have
been systematically studied. Understanding the potential
mechanisms of creatinine and alkaline phosphatase with sudden cardiac death is merely circumstantial until the predictive
model is validated and tested in other cohorts. Without external validation, clinical prediction models are only a half-tested
hypothesis and may result in type 1 errors.
In the HEMO study, there was an obvious lack of data on
dialysis prescription, dialysis bath, and dysrhythmias as
some prime examples of factors that increase risk for sudden
cardiac death. None of these risk factors were readily
available in the HEMO trial; however, they do need to be
considered for future studies and are clinically relevant for
any predictive model. Dysrhythmias lead to sudden cardiac
death often as a result of abnormal heart rate regulation or
altered conduction and repolarization of ventricular
conduction. This is also exacerbated by biochemical alterations such as changes in calcium, magnesium, and potassium. It is especially important to study because the clinical
trial of frequent dialysis and recent observational studies
demonstrate that intermittent dialysis or 2 days off dialysis
increases the risk of mortality (11–13) and likely potentiates
arrhythmic triggers such as low calcium and potassium dialysate, increased volume removal, vascular stiffness, hypo/
hypertension, electrolyte changes, and inﬂammation. The
two studies in this issue of CJASN illustrate the importance
of sudden cardiac death in dialysis patients, but we have a
long way to go to better understand the mechanisms leading
to sudden death.
As nephrologists, we need to expect the unexpected and
anticipate that sudden death occurs commonly among our
patients on dialysis. We do not have deﬁnitive answers yet
on the modiﬁable risk factors leading to sudden cardiac death
or prevention strategies to mitigate risk. We can, however, address simple practices ensuring education of dialysis staff on
the frequency of sudden death and education of nephrologists on the classiﬁcation of causes of death. Training of
cardiopulmonary resuscitation and use of external deﬁbrillators in the dialysis units is standard, but it has not been
shown to decrease risk of in center deaths. How we address
sudden cardiac death prevention in the future will be based
on ongoing clinical studies and ultimately clinical trials to
test interventions to reduce the risk of death.
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